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Attribute mining and stancetaking in sociolinguistics

The individual and societal level can be 
connected through the use of attribute 
mining, and subsequent analysis.

Stancetaking is an important consideration 
when determining why certain linguistic 

features are used.



Ongoing sociolinguistic study of male 
members of a sports club in Dublin, Ireland.

Ethnographic observation, interviews, free 

recordings
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Central Research Question (1) How do male members of a 
Dublin sports club make use of language and 
other social factors to align and disassociate 

to available linguistic markets?

Linguistic market: Bourdieu (1977 [1999])
Rickford (1985: 148): "Estate" (EC) and 

"Non Estate" (NEC) classes
Hall-Lew (2009): Sunset District- the 
"emergent" and "traditional” markets

“Proper Dublin” “Posh” “Pillar of society”
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LiDub104: “Yeah within a short like space you
have a lot of different groups. If you are
talking about groups you are talking like, I’d
see it through work like a lot like, you know,
you have like very well off people right in
Area 1, then you have people in the middle
around Area 2, ..and then you have working
class people, you know, or people on social
welfare like around Area 3. It’s like a melting
pot like, you know. I know you can’t
stigmatise people like but with some people
you can nearly tell where they are from just
by listening to them like”.
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LiDub106: The accent in Club Fingal would be a mild -
very, very neutral Dublin accent, it wouldn’t be hard
core at all because I suppose the area you are coming
from is generally, socially and economically, they are
quite well off generally speaking, coming from Area 1
and Area 2 they are, the majority would be very well
educated…FOD: Yeah. LiDub106: The majority would
have gone to good schools and that. So I suppose that
inner city Dublin accent, that we often associate with
Dublin wouldn’t really be that common in our club and
that is not to say it is not there or it wouldn’t be
welcome there, of course it would but it would
definitely be a minority. FOD: Yeah. Any inner city Dublin
accents or anything else say in this area? LiDub106: You
would have posh Dublin accents as well from certain
parts of Area1, yeah.
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LiDub109: To me, the GAA player, the hurler, the
footballer would always have been … you know,
you'd have your mixture of your farmers, your
accountants, your everything, so there wouldn't
have been a style per se, there would have been a
more grounded feeling, where the rugby player
would always have been associated with the higher
end of society and a bit more cocky and full of
themselves… and I know you're trying to walk me
into this because it’s a social thing, or whatever, but
you know, your soccer player, a lot of times, a bit
smaller, maybe from certain areas, you know, more
than the rugby would be high-end, an awful lot of
the soccer is the lower end of society thing.
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FOD: In for example Dublin 15 what sort of people do you
see around here? LiDub111: Yeah you would see mostly
I suppose what you would term middle class people,
same as myself, wouldn't have had a neglectful
upbringing. …you have certain areas I suppose
lower socio-economic, more disadvantaged areas
where maybe parents aren't working, maybe there
is something happening in the family, maybe there
is a certain level of criminality, maybe it is the
culture in the family…I think by and large most
people in the area 2, all that kind of area would be
reasonably well brought up.. most people are
reasonably decent people and would have the same
values and norms that I think I have myself in this
area.
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Central Research Question (1) How do male members of a 
Dublin sports club make use of language and 
other social factors to align and disassociate 

to available linguistic markets?

“Proper Dublin” “Posh” 

“Pillar of society”
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Identify the salient attributes that possibly 
define the social space and linguistic 

markets

Eckert (2000); Mendoza-Denton (2008)

Hall-Lew (2009)
Dodsworth 2011: A more interactional, 
relational view of the social space. 

Independent variables (such as class, gender, 
social relations), that emerge in the 

ethnography, are interdependent and can 
form a collective, statistically-convenient 
approximant of a complex social space.

Attribute mining: Dodsworth (2005)
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“Background” (occupation of parents, birth 
heritage of parents, involvement of parents 
in community, education level of parents, 
where lived in formative years, secondary 

school attended).
“Lifestyle choices” (Occupation, Lifestyle, 
Involvement in the club, Friendship 

Networks, Sporting Choices, Dress, Where 
they socialise, Partnership).

“Attitudes/orientations to salient attributes 
in the social space” (criminality, rural life, 
urban life, the club, individuals not typically 

associated with the “pillar of society” 
market). 11



Analysis

Conditional inference trees for all individuals (left) and for variable individuals 
(right), in the data of Tagliamonte & Baayen (2012: 164)
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Wave 1 (Labov 1966)
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Wave 2 (Eckert 2000)
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Wave 3 (Podesva 2007)



Central Research Question (2) Does habitual use of a certain 
interactional stance(s) construct a personae 
related to the “Pillar of Society” linguistic 

market?
[What particular kind of stances habitually adopted? 
Does employment of certain linguistic practices 
achieve specific purposes?  Does the adoption of 
these stances interact with other linguistically 

unrelated variables?]

Comparison of a sociophonetic variable 

across different stance taking situations
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Conversation Analysis
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(Liddicoat 2007: 196)



Interactional Sociolinguistics
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(Rampton 2006: 333)



LiDub104: “Yeah within a short like space you
have a lot of different groups. If you are
talking about groups you are talking like, I’d
see it through work like a lot like, you know,
you have like very well off people right in
Area 1, then you have people in the middle
around Area 2, ..and then you have working
class people, you know, or people on social
welfare like around Area 3. It’s like a melting
pot like, you know. I know you can’t
stigmatise people like but with some people
you can nearly tell where they are from just
by listening to them like”.
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LiDub109: To me, the GAA player, the hurler, the
footballer would always have been … you know,
you'd have your mixture of your farmers, your
accountants, your everything, so there wouldn't
have been a style per se, there would have been a
more grounded feeling, where the rugby player
would always have been associated with the higher
end of society and a bit more cocky and full of
themselves… and I know you're trying to walk me
into this because it’s a social thing, or whatever, but
you know, your soccer player, a lot of times, a bit
smaller, maybe from certain areas, you know, more
than the rugby would be high-end, an awful lot of
the soccer is the lower end of society thing.
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LiDub110: I’ve been very lucky that the GAA has
kind of opened doors for me all over the world, even
just in terms of friendships that I could meet, I
could go into the match this Sunday … and I might
just go in with two or three people ..but I’ll meet a
gang load of other people in there…and you could
easily stand chatting to them for half an hour or an
hour, you know, catching up… I’ve been to
Australia, I’ve been to as I said, the States, you
know, been all over Asia, and it’s funny, you get
talking to somebody who is involved with a GAA
club somewhere around the country and they’re just
happy enough to chat away to you, there seems to
be that link that, ah they must be alright so, and you
just get talking, life at home and that. But yeah, I’ve
been lucky enough that the GAA network that I
mixed in, opened a lot of doors for me, yeah.
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IS…looks at small-scale interaction 
in order to provide a microscopic and insider 
view on larger social processes that crucially 

depend on these small-scale actions. 

Danger is analyses of interaction remain at 
micro-level, failing to situate in large-scale 

processes. 
(Jaspers 2012: 140-1)
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Attribute mining and stancetaking in sociolinguistics

The individual and societal level can be 
connected through the use of attribute 
mining, and subsequent analysis.

Stancetaking is an important consideration 
when determining why certain linguistic 

features are used.
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